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Wood burners 3-8 MW 
output.

Wood chip burners is one smart 
way to improve old style log fired 
boilers in industry.
Old way to throw in logs manually 
with open hatch to the boiler is a 
very inefficient way and heat 
losses with open door is very large 
and in  range of over 5% in total 
losses. Then it is a hard work and 
often the logs are located just 
inside door with a unbalance if fire 
heat = decreases in total output.
One other issue is the problems to 
dry logs in a god way and often the 
moisture content is much higher in 
centre and this gives losses in 
output. Making fire by water is very 
costly.
Wood chip burers are so designed 
that they easily can be added to 
old boilers and output is a clean 
flame from burner into the old 
boiler. Door is always closed and 
boiler keeps temperature inside 
with no chilly storm through the 
fireplace.
In operation the burner is 
automatic and it can be controlled 
in output by external sensors like 
pressure gauge on the boiler. 
Output temperature is 800-1200 C 
and fire place is cowered mostly 
high temperature ceramic bricks 
so the high temperature gives 
less smoke and emissions. Air is 
also preheated for best 
efficiency. Efficiency is about 
90%. Burner starts automatically 
by pressing a button and is 
simple to operate and maintain. 
Start up time is about 2 minutes 
and is electric. Slag and ash 
comes out at bottom 
automatically in a simple to 
handle way.
In operation  the fuel is dropped 
in the hopper silo and from here 
it is automatically carried into 
fireplace. The silo can be loaded by a conveyor direct from the wood chipper or from a dryer section  with heated 
rotation drum. Moisture content shall be max 20% to get best efficiency.  High power fans gives an intense flame. Old 
boiler fans can be turned off in most cases or operate at very low speed.
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Output data

CBU 4000 gives 4000 KW output and needs   8 00Kg chips / hour
CBU 5000 gives 5000 KW output and needs 1000 Kg chips / hour
CBU 6000 gives 6000 KW output and needs 1200 Kg chips / hour

In operation the compete burners needs 20-30KW for fans and motors and then the late boiler fan used today can  
reduce output a lot.
 
Here we have some 
typical photos of this 
system 
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